A Streamlined Upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) stabilized finite-element discretization has been implemented as a library into the FUN3D unstructured-grid flow solver. Motivation for the selection of this methodology is given, details of the implementation are provided, and the discretization for the interior scheme is verified for linear and quadratic elements by using the method of manufactured solutions. A methodology is also described for capturing shocks, and simulation results are compared to the finite-volume formulation that is currently the primary method employed for routine engineering applications. The finite-element methodology is demonstrated to be more accurate than the finite-volume technology, particularly on tetrahedral meshes where the solutions obtained using the finite-volume scheme can suffer from adverse effects caused by bias in the grid. Although no effort has been made to date to optimize computational efficiency, the finite-element scheme is competitive with the finite-volume scheme in terms of computer time to reach convergence.

I. Introduction

FUN3D is a finite-volume code developed at the NASA Langley Research Center for solving fluid-dynamic problems associated with the analysis and design of aerospace vehicles.\textsuperscript{1–6} The code is widely distributed and used for aerospace and nonaerospace applications by hundreds of users throughout the government, industry, and academia. The underlying technology is comprised of a finite-volume spatial discretization using Roe’s approximate Riemann solver\textsuperscript{7} with the unknowns located at the vertices of the mesh, where the solution is advanced at each time step using an implicit scheme based on backward-Euler time differencing and a simple Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme. Although this code has been quite successful for many applications, there are several drawbacks where improvement is needed. First, although the extent of the stencil is fixed, data is required from two layers of nearby neighbors, thereby increasing the difficulty in obtaining, maintaining, and extending, an exact linearization of the residual. This capability is important for obtaining sensitivity derivatives for simulation-based design, which is a unique capability of the code. The difficulties associated with linearizing the residual also raise the burden for using strong solvers often needed to achieve iterative convergence of the analysis problems, which can also be critical for achieving converged adjoint solutions. Secondly, with the current technology, there is no immediate means for extension to higher-order accuracy that does not also further extend the stencil, thereby exacerbating the problem previously discussed. Finally, while accurate results can be obtained on tetrahedral meshes, more elements are typically required when compared to hexahedral or even mixed-element meshes. To address these issues, the purpose of the current work is to eliminate the requirement for the large stencil, provide a clear path for higher-order schemes, and to improve the accuracy for tetrahedral elements.

Because finite-element methods can achieve arbitrary-order discretization accuracy using only nearest-neighbor data structures, these methods immediately offer a clear solution to the first two problems. In
this context, the discontinuous-Galerkin method has received significant attention and has been aggres-
ively developed in recent years.\textsuperscript{8–15} The stabilized finite-element methods, which include the Stream-
lined Upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) scheme,\textsuperscript{16,17} Galerkin least squares,\textsuperscript{18} and variational multiscale
methods,\textsuperscript{19} provide alternate discretizations that offer advantages in many common scenarios. Specifically,
for moderate orders of accuracy, stabilized finite-element methods require many fewer degrees-of-freedom
than discontinuous-Galerkin methods for computations on the same mesh.\textsuperscript{20,21} Similarly, for implicit time-
advancement algorithms under the same assumptions, the discontinuous-Galerkin scheme requires substan-
tially more nonzero entries in the linearization matrix.\textsuperscript{20,21} As a specific example, for linear tetrahedral
elements, the discontinuous-Galerkin schemes require approximately 25 times more degrees-of-freedom on a
given mesh when compared to the Petrov-Galerkin method. Similarly, for implicit time-advancement algo-
rithms under the same assumptions, the discontinuous-Galerkin scheme requires a factor of 30 times more
non-zero entries in the linearization matrix. While some of the associated extra work can be mitigated by
using hexahedral elements, a discontinuous-Galerkin formulation on these elements still requires almost 8
times as many degrees-of-freedom as a continuous-Galerkin approach for trilinear elements, and almost three
times as many for quadratic elements. Similar relationships hold for prismatic elements, with over 11 times
as many degrees-of-freedom for linear elements, and four times as many for quadratic elements.

Because of the increased degrees-of-freedom associated with the discontinuous-Galerkin scheme, one
would expect that increased accuracy would also be realized when compared to the continuous-Galerkin
approach for computations on the same mesh. This assertion has been verified in Ref. 20 for Maxwell’s
equations, which are exactly analogous to the linearized Euler equations. This reference demonstrates that
on the same mesh, the discontinuous-Galerkin and a SUPG Petrov-Galerkin method yield almost identical
error levels when measured in the $L_1$ norm, whereas in the $L_2$ norm the errors from the discontinuous-Galerkin
method are approximately thirty percent lower for both linear and quadratic elements. However, for the two-
dimensional calculations considered in that section of Ref. 20, the discontinuous-Galerkin method requires
six times more degrees-of-freedom for linear elements, and approximately three times as many degrees-of-
freedom for quadratic elements, thereby not justifying the extra expense required for the moderate gain in
accuracy. In three dimensions, the same reference reports that experiments with the discontinuous-Galerkin
scheme are more expensive by a factor of 27 in comparison to the SUPG continuous-Galerkin method,
whereas for quadratic elements, the discontinuous-Galerkin scheme is 12 times more expensive; these results
agree well with estimates based simply on counting degrees-of-freedom. Subsequently, direct comparisons
for turbulent Navier-Stokes simulations\textsuperscript{22–25} have also demonstrated that while very similar results can be
obtained using either methodology, a compelling rationale for favoring the discontinuous-Galerkin method
over SUPG stabilized finite elements has not emerged using the moderate discretization orders considered.

Despite the advantages offered by the stabilized finite-element method for moderate orders of accuracy,
discontinuous-Galerkin schemes remain far more popular for aerospace engineering simulations. In fact, an
informal survey of research results\textsuperscript{21} presented at AIAA conferences between 2009 and 2013 has indicated
that research in discontinuous-Galerkin methods is reported more than ten times that of stabilized finite-
elements. Although the stabilized finite-element community is comparatively small, notable progress in
developing software based on this technology has been developed and applied to meaningful problems.\textsuperscript{26–34}

From the above discussions, the stabilized finite-element approach appears to offer a favorable remedy to
the first two problems associated with the finite-volume scheme; that is, the larger stencil and the lack of a
viable means for extensions to higher order. In regards to the final criteria of increased accuracy, it remains
to be demonstrate that the stabilized finite-element approach indeed meets these requirements.

To address this issue, two examples are cited to demonstrate that incorporating a SUPG stabilized
finite-element method into FUN3D will likely provide the desired benefits. The first example is drawn from
Ref. 35, which reports on results obtained as part of a workshop to examine accuracy of various discretization
methods. These results, repeated in Fig. 1, show velocity profiles ten chord lengths downstream of an NACA
0012 airfoil at a freestream Mach number of 0.15, an angle of attack of 10 degrees, and a Reynolds number, based
on the chord of the airfoil, of 6.0 \times 10^5. For comparison purposes, a benchmark solution had previously
been established using the finite-volume scheme in FUN3D on a quadrilateral mesh with over 14 million
nodes. Profiles, extracted along the line depicted in Fig. 1(a), are obtained using the FUNSAFE\textsuperscript{20,25,35,36}
and an independently-developed stabilized finite-element method,\textsuperscript{26} with all solutions obtained on the same
mesh. The Riemann solver for the convective terms in the discontinuous-Galerkin formulation is a Roe-type
method that accounts for the convective coupling of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the turbulence model, whereas the viscous interface fluxes are formed using a symmetric interior penalty method. With the exception of the reference solution, the other computations have all been performed on the same mesh, and that on this mesh, the discontinuous-Galerkin solution contains over one million degrees-of-freedom, whereas the other solutions only contain about 230,000. As seen in Fig. 1(b), the SUPG solutions demonstrate significantly better accuracy than those obtained using the finite-volume scheme, with the discontinuous-Galerkin results laying approximately midway between the two. The SUPG results obtained using linear elements, which have the same nominal order-of-accuracy as the finite-volume scheme, exhibit much less smearing of the profile and are able to capture the wake deficit with many fewer points. The fact that the stabilized finite-element results are quite good, despite being computed on triangular elements, gives credence to the claim that the SUPG scheme provides improved accuracy over the finite-volume scheme for this element type.
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Figure 1. Profiles of u-component of velocity behind an NACA 0012 airfoil. $M_\infty = 0.15, \alpha = 10.0^\circ, Re = 6.0 \times 10^5$.

A second case is presented in Fig. 2 for the NACA 0012 airfoil, computed on the same series of meshes originally developed for the workshop previously mentioned. The freestream conditions for this case correspond to transonic flow, as evidenced by the shock wave located at approximately sixty percent chord on the upper surface of the airfoil. Here, a reference solution is again obtained using the finite-volume scheme with quadrilateral elements and comparisons are made with the finite-volume and finite-element schemes computed on triangular meshes. Specifically, the coarse-, medium-, and fine-mesh triangular grids contain 14,576, 57,824, and 230,336 nodes, respectively, whereas the reference quadrilateral mesh contains 919,428 nodes. As seen, the stabilized finite-element scheme again exhibits much less sensitivity to the mesh when compared to the finite-volume scheme, achieving mesh-independent shock positions with only 14,576 nodes.

The SUPG stabilized finite-element scheme can apparently address all three issues identified with the finite-volume discretization in FUN3D and, therefore, this scheme has been implemented as a library that can be compiled and linked with the main body of the flow solver. This work is ongoing and preliminary results have previously been reported in Ref. 28. Note that interest in the SUPG scheme among FUN3D developers dates back to the 1998 Ph.D. thesis of Bonhaus. In that reference, two- and three-dimensional high-order results are obtained for inviscid flows, and laminar simulations are presented for two-dimensional flows. In the remaining sections of the paper, detailed descriptions of the new implementation for turbulent flow are provided, with results included to illustrate and evaluate the accuracy and performance of the scheme.
II. Governing Equations

The governing equations are the compressible, Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations augmented with the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model\textsuperscript{39} that has been modified from the original model\textsuperscript{40} to allow for negative values of the turbulence model working variable and will subsequently be denoted as the negative SA turbulence model. The equations can be expressed in the following conservative form:

$$\frac{\partial Q(x, t)}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (F_e(Q) - F_v(Q, \nabla Q)) = S(Q, \nabla Q) \quad \text{in} \quad \Omega$$

where $\Omega$ is a bounded domain. The vector of conservative flow variables $Q$, the inviscid and viscous Cartesian flux vectors, $F_e$ and $F_v$, are defined by:

$$Q = \begin{bmatrix} \rho \\ \rho u \\ \rho v \\ \rho w \\ \rho E \\ \rho \tilde{\nu} \end{bmatrix}, \quad F_e = \begin{bmatrix} \rho u \\ \rho u^2 + p \\ \rho uv \\ \rho uw \\ (\rho E + p)u \\ \rho \tilde{\nu} \end{bmatrix}, \quad F_v = \begin{bmatrix} \rho v \\ \rho v^2 + p \\ \rho vw \\ (\rho E + p)v \\ \rho \tilde{\nu} \end{bmatrix}, \quad F_v = \begin{bmatrix} \rho w \\ \rho w^2 + p \\ \rho vw \\ (\rho E + p)w \\ \rho \tilde{\nu} \end{bmatrix}$$

(2)

$$F_e^x = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ \tau_{xx} \\ \tau_{xy} \\ \tau_{xz} \\ \frac{u \tau_{xx} + v \tau_{xy} + w \tau_{xz} + \kappa \frac{\partial T}{\partial x}}{1 + \rho (\nu + \tilde{\nu} f_n) \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x}} \end{bmatrix}, \quad F_e^y = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ \tau_{xy} \\ \tau_{yy} \\ \tau_{yz} \\ \frac{u \tau_{xy} + v \tau_{yy} + w \tau_{yz} + \kappa \frac{\partial T}{\partial y}}{1 + \rho (\nu + \tilde{\nu} f_n) \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial y}} \end{bmatrix}, \quad F_e^z = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ \tau_{xz} \\ \tau_{yz} \\ \tau_{zz} \end{bmatrix}$$

(3)
Here, $\rho$, $p$, and $E$ denote the fluid density, pressure, and specific total energy per unit mass, respectively, $u = (u, v, w)$ represents the Cartesian velocity vector, and $\hat{\nu}$ represents the turbulence working variable in the negative SA model. The pressure $p$ is determined by the equation of state for an ideal gas,

$$p = (\gamma - 1) \left( \rho E - \frac{1}{\gamma} \rho (u^2 + v^2 + w^2) \right)$$

(4)

where $\gamma$ is the ratio of specific heats, which is 1.4 for air. The subscripts on $\tau$ represent the components of the viscous stress tensor, which is defined for a Newtonian fluid as,

$$\tau_{ij} = (\mu + \mu_T) \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} - \frac{2}{3} \frac{\partial u_k}{\partial x_k} \delta_{ij} \right)$$

(5)

where $\delta_{ij}$ is the Kronecker delta and subscripts $i, j, k$ refer to the Cartesian coordinate components for $x = (x, y, z)$. $\mu$ refers to the fluid dynamic viscosity and is obtained via Sutherland’s law. In Eq. (5), $\mu_T$ denotes the turbulence eddy viscosity, which is obtained from the negative SA model by:

$$\mu_T = \begin{cases} \rho \hat{\nu} f_{v1} & \text{if } \hat{\nu} \geq 0 \\ 0 & \text{if } \hat{\nu} < 0 \end{cases}$$

(6)

The source term, $S$, in Eq. (1) is given by $S = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, S_4]^T$, where the components for the continuity, momentum and energy equations are zero. The source term corresponding to the turbulence model equation takes the following form:

$$S_t = P - D + \frac{1}{\sigma} c_{b2} \rho \nabla \cdot \nabla \hat{\nu} - \frac{1}{\sigma} (\nu + \hat{\nu}) f_n \nabla \cdot \nabla \hat{\nu}$$

(7)

where the production term is given as

$$P = \begin{cases} c_{b1} \rho (1 - f_{v2}) \hat{S} \hat{\nu} & \text{if } \hat{\nu} \geq 0 \\ c_{b1} \rho (1 - c_{e3}) \hat{S} \hat{\nu} & \text{if } \hat{\nu} < 0 \end{cases}$$

(8)

and the destruction term is defined as

$$D = \begin{cases} \rho (c_{w1} f_w - \frac{c_{d2}}{\kappa_{t}} f_{v2})(\frac{\hat{S}}{\sigma})^2 & \text{if } \hat{\nu} \geq 0 \\ -\rho c_{w1} (\frac{\hat{S}}{\sigma})^2 & \text{if } \hat{\nu} < 0 \end{cases}$$

(9)

In Eq. (7), (8), and (9), $\nu$ denotes kinematic viscosity that is the ratio of dynamic viscosity to density, $\mu/\rho$. Additional definitions associated with the production and destruction terms are given as:

$$\hat{S} = \begin{cases} S + \hat{S} & \text{if } \hat{S} \geq -c_{e2} S \\ \frac{S(c_{e2} + c_{e3} \hat{S})}{(c_{e3} - 2c_{e2})S - \hat{S}} & \text{if } \hat{S} < -c_{e2} S \end{cases}$$

(10)

$$S = \sqrt{\bar{\omega} \cdot \bar{\omega}}, \quad \hat{S} = \frac{\hat{\nu}}{\kappa_{t} d^2} f_{v2}, \quad f_{v1} = \frac{\chi^3}{\chi^3 + c_{e1}}, \quad f_{v2} = 1 - \frac{\chi}{1 + \chi f_{v1}}, \quad f_{e2} = c_{e3} e^{-c_{e4} \chi^2}$$

(11)

and

$$\chi = \frac{\hat{\nu}}{\nu}, \quad r = \min(\frac{\hat{\nu}}{\bar{\omega} \cdot \bar{\omega} r_{lim}}, \quad g = r + c_{w2}(r^6 - r), \quad f_w = g \left( \frac{1 + c_{w3}^6}{g^6 + c_{w3}^6} \right)^{1/6}$$

(12)

where the vorticity vector is given by, $\bar{\omega} = \nabla \times \mathbf{u}$ and $d$ represents the distance to the nearest wall.
The constants in the negative SA model are given as: $c_{b1} = 0.1355$, $\sigma = 2/3$, $c_{b2} = 0.622$, $c_{b3} = 1.2$, $c_{b4} = 0.5$, $\kappa_t = 0.41$, $c_{w1} = c_{b1} / \kappa_t^2 + (1 + c_{b2}) / \sigma$, $c_{w2} = 0.3$, $c_{w3} = 2$, $c_{w4} = 7.1$, $c_{w5} = 0.7$ and $c_{w6} = 0.9$. $\kappa$ and $T$ denote the thermal conductivity and temperature, respectively, and are related to the total energy and velocity as,

$$\kappa T = \gamma (\frac{\mu}{\nu} + \frac{\mu_T}{\nu_T}) \left( E - \frac{1}{2} (u^2 + v^2 + w^2) \right)$$

where $\nu$ and $\nu_T$ are the Prandtl and turbulent Prandtl number that are set to 0.72 and 0.9, respectively. In the case of laminar flow, the governing equations reduce to the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, where the turbulence model equation is deactivated and the turbulence eddy viscosity, $\mu_T$, in the fluid viscous stress tensor and the thermal conduction term vanishes.

For the purpose of the spatial discretization, the Cartesian viscous fluxes are rewritten in the following equivalent form:

$$F_v = G_{ij} \frac{\partial Q}{\partial x_j}, \quad F_v^\theta = G_{ij} \frac{\partial Q}{\partial x_j}, \quad F_v^\tau = G_{ij} \frac{\partial Q}{\partial x_j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where the matrices $G_{ij}(Q)$ are determined by $G_{ij} = \partial F_v^i / \partial (\partial Q / \partial x_j)$ for $i, j = 1, 2, 3$.

### III. SUPG Stabilized Finite-Element Formulation

In the streamline upwind/Petrov-Galerkin method, the discretized system of equations is written as the following weighted residual formulation,

$$\int_\Omega \phi \left[ \frac{\partial Q_k}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (F_e(Q_k) - F_v(Q_k, \nabla Q_k)) - S(Q_k, \nabla Q_k) \right] \, d\Omega_k$$

$$+ \sum_k \int_\Omega \left[ \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial x_i} \right] [\tau] \left[ \frac{\partial Q_k}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (F_e(Q_k) - F_v(Q_k, \nabla Q_k)) - S(Q_k, \nabla Q_k) \right] \, d\Omega_k$$

$$+ N_\tau (\phi_i^+, Q_0(Q_h^+), \nabla_h Q_h^+) + \int_\Omega [\nu_s \nabla_h \phi \cdot \nabla_h Q] \, d\Omega_k = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $\phi$ is a continuous weighting function defined over the domain and $[A_i]$ represents the inviscid flux Jacobians, defined as $[A_1] = \partial F_e^i / \partial Q_k$, $[A_2] = \partial F_v^i / \partial Q_k$, and $[A_3] = \partial F_v^i / \partial Q_h$, respectively. The first integral in Eq. (15) corresponds to a standard Galerkin discretization, the second row provides dissipation for stability, and the contributions on the last row are penalty terms used to enforce boundary conditions and for capturing shocks. These terms will be discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections. The stabilization matrix, $[\tau]$, is used to compensate for lack of dissipation in the stream-wise direction and for inviscid flows, is obtained using the following definitions,$^{42}$

$$[\tau]^{-1} = \sum_{j=1}^M \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial x_i} [A_i]$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

$$\frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial x_i} [A_i] = [T] [A_i] [T]^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Here, $M$ corresponds to the number of basis functions within the element and the repeated index $i$ implies summation over all the values of $i$ (i = 1, 2, 3). $\phi_i$ denotes the polynomial basis function associated with each node and is the same as the weighting function. $[T]$ and $[A]$ denote, respectively, the matrix of right eigenvectors and the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of the left hand side matrix in Eq. (17). The inverse of the stabilization matrix is evaluated at each Gaussian quadrature point for volume integrations and $[\tau]$ is then obtained by means of local matrix inversion. To maintain design order-of-accuracy for viscous flows, additional terms are required when the Reynolds number is decreased and viscous terms dominate.$^{17}$ Specifically, the stabilization matrix in this case is appended with a viscous contribution, given as,

$$[\tau]^{-1} = \sum_{j=1}^M \left( \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial x_i} [A_i] + \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial x_i} [G_{ik}] \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial x_k} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)
where the summation in the second term is taken over the repeated indices, \( i \) and \( k \) \((i,k = 1,2,3)\), and the definitions of \([\mathbf{G}_{ik}]\) corresponds to those given in Eq. (14).

Integrating the volume integral on the first line of Eq. (15) by parts results in both volume and surface integral contributions so that the resulting system of equations to be discretized can be written as:

\[
\int_{\Omega_h} \left[ \phi \frac{\partial \mathbf{Q}_h}{\partial t} - \nabla \phi \cdot (\mathbf{F}_e(\mathbf{Q}_h) - \mathbf{F}_v(\mathbf{Q}_h, \nabla \mathbf{Q}_h)) - \phi \mathbf{S}(\mathbf{Q}_h, \nabla \mathbf{Q}_h) \right] d\Omega_h \\
+ \sum_k \int_{\Omega_h} \left[ \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x_i} [\mathbf{A}_i] \right] [\tau] \left[ \frac{\partial \mathbf{U}_h}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{F}_e(\mathbf{Q}_h) - \mathbf{F}_v(\mathbf{Q}_h, \nabla \mathbf{Q}_h)) - \mathbf{S}(\mathbf{Q}_h, \nabla \mathbf{Q}_h) \right] d\Omega_h \\
+ \int_{\partial \Omega_h \cap \partial \Omega} \phi (\mathbf{F}_e(\mathbf{Q}_b) - \mathbf{F}_v(\mathbf{Q}_h, \nabla \mathbf{Q}_h)) \cdot \mathbf{n} dS + \mathbf{N}_G (\phi^+_j, \mathbf{Q}_b(\mathbf{Q}_h)), \nabla_h \mathbf{Q}^+_h \right] + \int_{\Omega} [\nu_h \nabla_h \phi \cdot \nabla_h \mathbf{Q}] d\Omega_h = 0
\]

(19)

Note that the last row now includes the same terms as in Eq. (15) in addition to the surface integral resulting from the integration by parts. The first and second terms on the last row are used in implementing the boundary conditions.

On solid walls, either strong or weak enforcement of the boundary conditions can be used. For strong enforcement, \( \mathbf{N}_G \) is not used, while the velocity components are initialized to zero. To maintain no-slip velocity at the wall during the iterative process, the appropriate residual values are set to zero and the linearization matrix is modified so that unity on the diagonal is the only term surviving on the row. For the energy equation, a similar treatment is used when a constant temperature wall is desired, while the normal gradient of the temperature is set to zero for an adiabatic wall. By following this procedure with strong boundary conditions, the computation of viscous fluxes is unnecessary and the effects are automatically accounted for through the matrix.

In the results presented in this paper, weak boundary conditions are used, which are adopted from techniques originally developed for discontinuous-Galerkin schemes, and taken directly from Ref. 25. As reported in Ref. 44, and submitted to the 4th High-Order Workshop by the current authors, using these boundary conditions enabled super convergence with SUPG stabilized finite-elements for a laminar Joukowski airfoil case. Ref. 45 also demonstrated that weak boundary conditions, with appropriately defined cost functions, provide adjoint solutions that vary smoothly near solid walls. Although not used in this work, an alternate approach that is demonstrated to yield smooth adjoint solutions is that of Ref. 46.

As mentioned previously, \( \mathbf{N}_G \) in Eq. (19) represents penalty terms, which are given as

\[
\mathbf{N}_G = - \int_{\partial \Omega_h \cap \partial \Omega} (\mathbf{G}_{i1}(\mathbf{Q}_h) \frac{\partial \phi^+_j}{\partial x_i}, \mathbf{G}_{i2}(\mathbf{Q}_h) \frac{\partial \phi^+_j}{\partial x_i}, \mathbf{G}_{i3}(\mathbf{Q}_h) \frac{\partial \phi^+_j}{\partial x_i}) \cdot (\mathbf{Q}_h - \mathbf{Q}_b) \mathbf{n} dS \\
+ \int_{\partial \Omega_h \cap \partial \Omega} \eta_p \mathbf{G}(\mathbf{Q}_h)(\mathbf{Q}_h - \mathbf{Q}_b) \mathbf{n} \cdot \phi^+_j \mathbf{n} dS
\]

(20)

In Eq. (20), \( \phi^+_j \) represents the basis functions associated with the element immediately adjacent to the boundary evaluated at the wall. The variable \( \mathbf{Q}_b \) represents a boundary state that reflects the state quantities desired at the wall, and \( \mathbf{Q}_h \) represents the dependent variables evaluated at the wall obtained from the adjacent element. The gradients are also evaluated from the element adjacent to the wall. The penalty parameter, \( \eta \), is given by

\[
\eta_p = \frac{(P + 1)(P + D)(S_k^+)}{(2D)(V_k^+)}
\]

(21)

where \( P \) is the order of the basis functions, \( D \) represents the space dimensions, and \( V_k^+ \) and \( S_k^+ \) represent the volume and surface area, respectively, of the element adjacent to the boundary.

In the far field, Roe’s approximate Riemann solver is used to evaluate the inviscid terms in the first integral on the last row of Eq. (19) and viscous stresses are assumed negligible. Because Dirichlet boundary conditions are not used on these boundaries, the penalty term, \( \mathbf{N}_G \) is not required.
IV. Time Advancement

To advance the solution toward a steady state, the density, velocity components, temperature, and the turbulence-model working variable are tightly coupled and updated using a Newton-type algorithm. Although there are differences between the current approach and those used in Refs. 47 and 48, there are many similarities and elements are borrowed from both approaches.

Here, an initial update to the flow variables is computed using a locally varying time-step parameter that is multiplied by the current CFL number, which is adjusted during the iterative process to provide global convergence. Using the full update of the variables, the $L_2$ norm of the unsteady residual is compared to its value at the beginning of the iteration. If the $L_2$ norm after the update is less than one half of the original value, the steady residual is then computed and the CFL number is doubled if the steady residual does not increase by more than 20 percent; otherwise the CFL number is left unchanged. If the $L_2$ norm reduction target is not met, a line search is conducted to determine an appropriate relaxation factor. Before conducting the line search however, the solution after applying the full update is examined, and the maximum value for the line-search parameter is limited if either density or temperature is being driven negative. If the maximum value for the relaxation factor is less than a predetermined small value (currently 0.02), the update is rejected and the CFL number is reduced by a factor of ten. Otherwise, the $L_2$ norm of the residual is determined at four locations along the search direction between zero and the maximum update limit determined from realizability conditions described above. Using the four $L_2$ norm values of the residual, the optimal relaxation factor is determined by locating the minimum of a cubic polynomial curve fit through the samples. The solution is then updated using the relaxation factor and the CFL number is neither increased nor decreased.

Unlike in Ref. 47, during the process of determining whether to increase or decrease the time step, the result from the linear solver is not explicitly considered. At each nonlinear iteration, the linear system is approximately solved using the generalized minimal residual (GMRES) algorithm\cite{49} with a preconditioner based on an incomplete lower upper (LU) decomposition with two levels of fill\cite{50} and a Krylov subspace dimension of 200. Using GMRES, the residual norm for the linear system is guaranteed to be reduced with each additional search direction. Whether or not predetermined tolerances for the linear system are met, the updated flow variables are used during the line search. If the linear system is poorly solved, the nonlinear residual based on the flow equations can often still be reduced. In situations where this is not the case, the next update is inevitably rejected during the line search.

Note that the solution variables used for the finite-element discretization differ from those normally stored in the FUN3D finite-volume discretization, which solves for nondimensional conserved variables. The choice in solving for temperature directly in the finite-element discretization has been made to facilitate computations of real-gas flows where the equation of state is invariably given directly in terms of density and temperature. This choice is also made because when these variables are expressed using linear elements, their second derivatives are zero and, hence, the only contribution to the viscous terms on the second line of Eq. (19) are through variations in the viscosity.

Similar to Ref. 51, the turbulence working variable is expressed in terms of an alternate variable, $\eta$, which is scaled by a constant and replaces $\tilde{\nu}$ as the dependent variable,

$$\tilde{\nu} = C\eta$$  \hfill (22)

Because the line search targets the reduction in the $L_2$ norm of all the variables, scaling to adjust the relative size of the turbulence-modeling residual with respect to the other equations may be beneficial. Essentially, the importance of the turbulence model can be either increased or decreased to effect the nonlinear convergence path. As with Ref. 51, and demonstrated in Fig. 3 for the ONERA M6 case presented later, using scale factors can have substantial effects on the convergence history. One should also note that with scaling, the initial level of the residual for the turbulence model is adjusted proportionally, with a corresponding adjustment in the achievable level of convergence.

While rescaling serves to rebalance the relative importance of the turbulence model in driving the convergence of the nonlinear system of equations, it also has an interesting effect on the linear system that does not correspond to simply scaling the entire row. To explain, consider first a block $6 \times 6$ entry in the global matrix taken from a row corresponding to an arbitrary point in a viscous flow simulation, and assuming a scale factor of 1000. Before scaling, as seen in Table 1, the last row has elements for the first 5 columns that are as much as 150 times larger than the sixth column, which is the linearization of the turbulence model with respect to $\tilde{\nu}$. Also observe that in the first five rows, the entries in the sixth column are small...
relative to the other entries on their respective rows. The scaled variable, \( \eta \), which is 1000 times less than \( \tilde{\nu} \), replaces \( \tilde{\nu} \) as the working variable for the turbulence model and thereby changes the entries in the block.

In computing the last row in Table 2, the first five columns after scaling use the same linearization as before except that \( \eta \) assumes the role previously occupied by \( \tilde{\nu} \). Because \( \eta \) is 1000 times smaller than \( \tilde{\nu} \), the effect is that the magnitudes of these entries are reduced by a corresponding amount. However, the sixth column on the same row remains exactly the same as before the scaling. For similar reasons, the sixth column of the first five rows are correspondingly increased, but their relative magnitudes, even after scaling, remain small compared to the other entries on these rows. The effect of this procedure is that the coupling of the flow variables in the turbulence model equation is substantially weakened. This suggests that benefits may be attained for an algorithm that loosely couples the turbulence model and the flow equations by applying the scaling and updating the turbulence model prior to updating the flow equations, where the terms from the turbulence model appear only on the right-hand-side. This procedure may also be beneficial to iterative methods or preconditioners that do not include pivoting strategies.

### Table 1. Example entries in residual-linearizations before scaling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residual</th>
<th>( \partial() / \partial \rho )</th>
<th>( \partial() / \partial u )</th>
<th>( \partial() / \partial v )</th>
<th>( \partial() / \partial w )</th>
<th>( \partial() / \partial T )</th>
<th>( \partial() / \partial \tilde{\nu} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>0.6497E-01</td>
<td>0.3101E-01</td>
<td>-0.9070E+00</td>
<td>0.1031E+00</td>
<td>0.4628E-01</td>
<td>0.3098E-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-momentum</td>
<td>0.4524E-01</td>
<td>0.2656E-01</td>
<td>-0.2156E+00</td>
<td>0.2420E-01</td>
<td>0.3972E-01</td>
<td>-0.2309E-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-momentum</td>
<td>-0.6567E+00</td>
<td>0.3689E-01</td>
<td>0.8747E-01</td>
<td>-0.6489E+00</td>
<td>0.2256E-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z-momentum</td>
<td>0.7791E-01</td>
<td>-0.4528E-02</td>
<td>0.1049E+00</td>
<td>0.1854E-01</td>
<td>0.7698E-01</td>
<td>-0.1963E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>0.1591E+00</td>
<td>0.8348E-01</td>
<td>-0.2285E+00</td>
<td>0.2598E+00</td>
<td>0.1564E+00</td>
<td>0.6663E-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence</td>
<td>0.1967E+00</td>
<td>0.3885E+00</td>
<td>-0.2744E+01</td>
<td>0.3233E+00</td>
<td>0.1403E+00</td>
<td>0.1778E-01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V. Blending Functions

During implementation, there are numerous nondifferentiable functions, such as \( \max(x, y) \) and \( \min(x, y) \), that could potentially impede convergence. For example, in the turbulence model, the result of a minimization comparison is used to limit the size of \( r \) in Eq. (12) to avoid floating-point overflow when it is subsequently raised to the sixth power. To provide similar, but differentiable, functionality, a smooth approximation is used for this term given by:
Table 2. Example entries in residual-linearizations after scaling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residual</th>
<th>$\partial() / \partial \rho$</th>
<th>$\partial() / \partial u$</th>
<th>$\partial() / \partial v$</th>
<th>$\partial() / \partial w$</th>
<th>$\partial() / \partial T$</th>
<th>$\partial() / \partial \eta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>0.6497E-01</td>
<td>0.3101E-01</td>
<td>-0.9070E+00</td>
<td>0.1031E+00</td>
<td>0.4628E-01</td>
<td>0.3098E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$-momentum</td>
<td>0.4524E-01</td>
<td>0.2656E-01</td>
<td>-0.2156E+00</td>
<td>0.2420E-01</td>
<td>0.3972E-01</td>
<td>-0.2309E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y$-momentum</td>
<td>-0.6567E+00</td>
<td>0.3689E-01</td>
<td>0.8747E-01</td>
<td>0.1068E+00</td>
<td>-0.6489E+00</td>
<td>0.2256E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$-momentum</td>
<td>0.7791E-01</td>
<td>-0.4528E-02</td>
<td>0.1049E+00</td>
<td>0.1854E-01</td>
<td>0.7698E-01</td>
<td>-0.1963E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>0.1591E+00</td>
<td>0.8348E-01</td>
<td>-0.2285E+01</td>
<td>0.2598E+00</td>
<td>0.1564E+00</td>
<td>0.6663E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence</td>
<td>0.1967E-03</td>
<td>0.3885E-03</td>
<td>-0.2744E-02</td>
<td>0.3233E-03</td>
<td>0.1403E-03</td>
<td>0.1778E-01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$\max (x, y) \approx \frac{1}{2} (x + y + \langle x - y \rangle)$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

Here, $\langle \phi \rangle$ designates a smoothed approximation to the absolute value and is given by

$$\langle \phi \rangle = \begin{cases} 
|\phi| & \text{if } |\phi| \geq \epsilon \\
0.5(\phi^2 + \epsilon) & \text{if } |\phi| < \epsilon
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

Although not discussed further, other functions, such as the Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser function have also been used in place of Eq. (23) with good success. Note that in using these type of approximations, care needs to be given to the choice of $\epsilon$ to account for the relative scale of the variables being compared, and so that the results are independent of the physical scale of the mesh.

Another function that is used in multiple capacities is a smooth ramp that is zero until an initial threshold, $x_s$, is reached. The function then smoothly increases to unity when a terminating threshold, $x_e$, is achieved.

Here, a simple trigonometric function is used and is given as

$$\psi(x : x_s, x_e) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } x < x_s \\
\frac{1}{2} \left[ \sin (\theta) + 1 \right] & \text{if } x_s \leq x \leq x_e \\
1 & \text{if } x > x_e
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

where

$$\theta = \frac{\pi}{2} \left( \frac{2x - (x_s + x_e)}{x_e - x_s} \right)$$

VI. Shock Capturing

Without additional dissipation, the stabilized finite-element method would not contain suitable levels of dissipation for capturing strong gradients on meshes lacking proper resolution. One mechanism to achieve this goal is to augment the physical viscosity so that the width of the shock can be resolved by the local mesh size (see e.g., Refs. 53 and 54). The approach relies on the observation that the width of a shock $h_s$, the jump in velocity across the shock $\Delta u$, and the viscosity at the sonic point $\nu^*$, are related by the following approximate expression,

$$\frac{h_s \Delta u}{\nu^*} \approx 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

The general procedure is to simply augment the local physical viscosity in the Navier-Stokes equations so that the thickness of the shock spans a single mesh cell, or perhaps a subcell for higher-order methods. While straightforward implementation of technique has been examined in the course of the current work, a slight modification of this approach, that appears to be more robust in numerical experiments, is to simply add a penalty term to the weak formulation as given by the last term in Eq. (19). This is largely equivalent to adding extra viscosity to the diagonal elements of the $G_{ij}(Q)$ terms in Eq. (14), but also adds viscosity to the continuity equation. In the current implementation, the velocity jump across shocks is approximated by simply using the local convective speed, and the desired shock width is specified to be the local cell
width, which is computed as the volume of the element divided by its surface area. Use of the simplified shock-capturing term instead of augmenting the physical viscosity guarantees that the additional dissipation is affected through a symmetric positive-definite matrix and numerical experiments have indicated that a somewhat more robust algorithm results.

Using the simplifying assumptions regarding the shock width and the velocity jumps, the form of the viscosity is given as

\[ \nu = (\sqrt{u^2 + v^2 + w^2 + c^2})h_s \psi(\xi) \] (27)

The function \( \psi(\xi) \) is a switching function that attempts to smoothly activate the additional dissipation only in local regions as needed. For this, the blending function given by Eq. (25) is used with the lower bound of 0.05 determined through numerical experiments such that the switch is inactive for smooth flows. Similarly, an upper threshold of 0.1 has been determined as a conservative choice so that once the switch is initiated, it reaches a maximum value of unity relatively quickly. These values are used for all the computations shown in the present work. Without the capability to delay the presence of nonzero switch values, the switch would be nonzero throughout much of the field, thereby rendering the entire scheme to be only first-order accurate, independent of the polynomial degree of the basis functions.

The argument for the switching function is based on the shock-detection switch devised by Larsson,56

\[ \xi = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \nabla \cdot \vec{V} > 0 \\
-\frac{\omega}{\max(1.5\omega, \frac{\omega}{h_s})} \nabla \cdot \vec{V} & \text{if } \nabla \cdot \vec{V} < 0 
\end{cases} \] (28)

Two modifications have been made to the Larsson switch to make it differentiable. First, the shock sensor is intended to only be used when the divergence of the velocity is negative, thereby activating only in compressive regions of the flow, however, a binary switch that tests the sign of the divergence of the velocity is not differentiable. Instead, the divergence is multiplied by a “squashing” function that maps the product of the divergence and the element length scale to a smooth function that is zero for positive values, and smoothly increases to unity over a small range of negative values, currently set to (0.0, −0.001). Note that the multiplication with the length scale is required so the results do not depend on arbitrary scaling of the mesh that would result if using the divergence. To achieve this objective, a ramping function similar to that given in Eq. (25) is used.

A second modification concerns the determination of the maximum value of the two variables in the denominator, which are intended to turn off the shock switch inside boundary layers. Once again, to promote differentiability, the smooth maximum function given by Eq. (23) is used. As with the divergence, to avoid results that depend on scaling of the mesh, this function should be applied using \( \omega h_s \) and \( c \) as arguments, and dividing by the length scale afterward.

VII. Results

VII.A. Manufactured Solutions

The method of manufactured solutions57 is used to verify the correctness and establish the order-of-accuracy of the stabilized finite-element discretization as implemented in FUN3D. Because FUN3D does not currently support general partitioning for higher-order elements, the routines from FUN3D have been adapted to the testing environment provided by FUNSAFE,20,25,35,36 which is a suite of finite-element codes originally developed by professors and research professors while at the Chattanooga campus of the University of Tennessee, and subsequently extended by numerous graduate students for further development in fluid dynamics,45,58,59 electromagnetics,60–62 and acoustic metamaterials.63 Although the routines in FUN3D are newly developed, the essential data structures for both codes remains very similar, thereby facilitating incorporation of the FUN3D residual routines into the FUNSAFE infrastructure.
The forcing functions are derived from the following trigonometric functions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho &= \rho_0 \left[ 1 + \cos^2 (\pi x) \cos^2 (\pi y) \cos^2 (\pi z) \right] \\
u &= u_0 \left[ 1 + \sin (\kappa \pi x) \cos (\kappa \pi x) \sin (\kappa \pi y) \cos (\kappa \pi y) \sin (\kappa \pi z) \cos (\kappa \pi z) \right] \\
v &= v_0 \left[ 1 + \cos^2 (\kappa \pi x) \cos^2 (\kappa \pi y) \cos^2 (\kappa \pi z) \right] \\
w &= w_0 \left[ 1 + \sin^2 (\kappa \pi x) \cos^2 (\kappa \pi y) \sin^2 (\kappa \pi z) \cos (\kappa \pi z) \right] \\
T &= T_0 \left[ 1 + \sin^2 (\kappa \pi x) \sin^2 (\kappa \pi y) \sin^2 (\kappa \pi z) \right] \\
\tilde{\nu} &= \tilde{\nu}_0 \left[ \sin (\pi x) \cos (\pi x) \cos (\pi y) \sin (\pi z) \cos (\pi z) \right]
\end{align*}
\] (29)

The function used for \( \tilde{\nu} \) is specifically selected to ensure both positive and negative values to exercise the alternate flow paths within the negative SA turbulence model. For all element types, a series of sequentially refined meshes is used. For tetrahedral elements, individual meshes have been created, whereas the meshes for the other element types are generated from an initial hexahedral mesh, with random perturbations applied to the interior nodes to impose nonuniform spacing between the points. Note that for the pyramidal element, additional nodes are required to establish valid connectivity across the domain. The observed order-of-accuracy between two meshes may be evaluated as,

\[ \text{order} = \frac{\log(\epsilon_1)}{\log(\epsilon_2)} \] (30)

where \( \epsilon_{1/2} \) represents the error on the coarse/fine mesh, respectively, computed using either the \( L_1 \) or \( L_2 \) norm. The mesh spacing is estimated as \( h = (\frac{1}{N})^{\frac{1}{3}} \) for three-dimensional elements, where \( N \) is the total number of nodes in the field. Note that in the above evaluation for the observed order, the coefficient in the discretization error is assumed to be independent of the mesh size, which is true once in the asymptotic range.

For numerical integration, when the dependent variable is represented by a polynomial basis of order \( P \), volume integrals are evaluated using quadrature formulas that exactly integrate polynomials of order \( 2P \). In some applications, customized quadrature rules or specialized formulas are sometimes used for certain element geometries. The use of these rules in some cases can reduce the number of sampling points required to obtain rank-sufficient matrices, or for avoiding numerical difficulties such as locking in structural elements. Use of these rules, and the effects on convergence, should be carefully investigated prior to implementation.

To this end, customized quadrature rules are not used in the current work.

The achieved order-of-accuracy for linear (second-order) and quadratic (third-order) tetrahedral, hexahedral, pentahedral, and pyramidal elements is shown in tables 3 to 6. As seen, all elements achieve their design order-of-accuracy. Numerical integration for tetrahedral, pentahedral, and hexahedral elements use standard Gauss quadrature points and weights readily available in the literature. The basis functions for pyramidal elements are derivable from hexahedral elements and, as such, the quadrature rules for hexahedral elements are used for numerical integration. Standard \( 2 \times 2 \times 2 \) and \( 3 \times 3 \times 3 \) product rules are used for the linear and quadratic pyramidal elements, respectively.
Table 3. Achieved order-of-accuracy for tetrahedral elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes in mesh</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>Quadratic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$L_1$</td>
<td>$L_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2930/18676$</td>
<td>$\rho$ :</td>
<td>2.4123</td>
<td>2.4454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$u$ :</td>
<td>2.3004</td>
<td>2.3095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$v$ :</td>
<td>2.2918</td>
<td>2.2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$w$ :</td>
<td>2.2032</td>
<td>2.1754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T$ :</td>
<td>2.4478</td>
<td>2.4914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\tilde{\nu}$ :</td>
<td>2.1644</td>
<td>2.1005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| $18676/128610$| $\rho$ :| 2.0471 | 2.0763   | 2.9493 | 2.9687 |
|               | $u$ :   | 2.1066 | 2.1170   | 2.9123 | 2.9226 |
|               | $v$ :   | 2.0829 | 2.0895   | 2.9712 | 2.9828 |
|               | $w$ :   | 2.0305 | 2.0414   | 2.9347 | 2.9420 |
|               | $T$ :   | 2.0196 | 2.0418   | 3.0342 | 3.0466 |
|               | $\tilde{\nu}$ : | 2.1083 | 2.1032   | 2.9478 | 2.9683 |

Table 4. Achieved order-of-accuracy for hexahedral elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes in mesh</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>Quadratic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$L_1$</td>
<td>$L_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1000/8000$</td>
<td>$\rho$ :</td>
<td>2.3055</td>
<td>2.2705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$u$ :</td>
<td>2.0528</td>
<td>2.0717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$v$ :</td>
<td>2.0380</td>
<td>1.9711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$w$ :</td>
<td>1.8539</td>
<td>1.8767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T$ :</td>
<td>2.3514</td>
<td>2.3254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\tilde{\nu}$ :</td>
<td>2.2098</td>
<td>2.1697</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| $8000/64000$  | $\rho$ :| 2.1220 | 2.1284   | 3.0577 | 3.1022 |
|               | $u$ :   | 2.0825 | 2.0874   | 3.0974 | 3.0994 |
|               | $v$ :   | 2.0358 | 2.0358   | 2.9273 | 2.8960 |
|               | $w$ :   | 2.0011 | 2.0099   | 3.1026 | 3.1066 |
|               | $T$ :   | 2.1437 | 2.1350   | 3.0259 | 3.0281 |
|               | $\tilde{\nu}$ : | 2.0822 | 2.0885   | 2.8774 | 2.8064 |
Table 5. Achieved order-of-accuracy for pentahedral elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes in mesh</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>Quadratic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$L_1$</td>
<td>$L_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000/8000</td>
<td>$\rho$:</td>
<td>2.3447</td>
<td>2.3068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$u$:</td>
<td>1.9678</td>
<td>1.9719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$v$:</td>
<td>1.9249</td>
<td>1.8475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000/8000</td>
<td>$w$:</td>
<td>1.8937</td>
<td>1.8816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000/8000</td>
<td>$T$:</td>
<td>2.3909</td>
<td>2.3346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000/8000</td>
<td>$\nu$:</td>
<td>2.2234</td>
<td>2.1192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000/64000</td>
<td>$\rho$:</td>
<td>2.1386</td>
<td>2.1355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000/64000</td>
<td>$u$:</td>
<td>2.0759</td>
<td>2.0657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000/64000</td>
<td>$v$:</td>
<td>2.0350</td>
<td>2.0017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000/64000</td>
<td>$w$:</td>
<td>2.0394</td>
<td>2.0461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000/64000</td>
<td>$T$:</td>
<td>2.1475</td>
<td>2.1381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8000/64000</td>
<td>$\nu$:</td>
<td>2.1137</td>
<td>2.0872</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Achieved order-of-accuracy for pyramidal elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nodes in mesh</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>Quadratic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$L_1$</td>
<td>$L_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1729/14859</td>
<td>$\rho$:</td>
<td>2.1257</td>
<td>2.0924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1729/14859</td>
<td>$u$:</td>
<td>1.9718</td>
<td>1.9832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1729/14859</td>
<td>$v$:</td>
<td>1.9762</td>
<td>1.9127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1729/14859</td>
<td>$w$:</td>
<td>1.8902</td>
<td>1.9475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1729/14859</td>
<td>$T$:</td>
<td>2.1196</td>
<td>2.1193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1729/14859</td>
<td>$\nu$:</td>
<td>2.1055</td>
<td>2.0836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14859/123319</td>
<td>$\rho$:</td>
<td>2.0556</td>
<td>2.0561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14859/123319</td>
<td>$u$:</td>
<td>2.0148</td>
<td>2.0258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14859/123319</td>
<td>$v$:</td>
<td>2.0004</td>
<td>1.9926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14859/123319</td>
<td>$w$:</td>
<td>1.9809</td>
<td>1.9852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14859/123319</td>
<td>$T$:</td>
<td>2.0556</td>
<td>2.0570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14859/123319</td>
<td>$\nu$:</td>
<td>2.0421</td>
<td>2.0503</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VII.B. 3D Swept Bump

To demonstrate the increased accuracy of the SUPG scheme over the finite-volume scheme on tetrahedral meshes, a simulation, initially reported in Ref. 28, is repeated and results are shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. Repeating the simulations here is for completeness to illustrate some important points regarding the relative accuracy of the SUPG scheme and the finite-volume scheme. The geometry, depicted in Fig. 4, is a swept three-dimensional bump in a channel, which is a verification case described on the NASA Turbulence Modeling Resource (TMR) website. A tetrahedral mesh, shown in Fig. 4(a) is used to illustrate the geometry, whereas nominal contours of pressure coefficient are shown in Fig. 4(b) to illustrate the problem. Profiles of the v-component of velocity, obtained from simulations with linear elements, are shown below in Fig. 5. A reference solution, obtained using the finite-volume scheme on a hexahedral mesh with 59 million nodes, is also included as a datum for comparison. Finite-element and finite-volume results obtained on tetrahedral meshes that have been derived from the hexahedral meshes are also shown. Note that division of the hexahedrons has been done so that all elements are cut in the same direction to introduce bias into the mesh because difficulties associated with uniform biasing of the elements are known to be somewhat problematic for the finite-volume scheme as reported in Refs. 28, 65 and 66. As such, results on coarser meshes will not be shown as they simply degrade further. Instead, finite-volume solutions computed on hexahedral meshes are used to provide comparisons with the finite-element scheme on tetrahedral meshes. Velocity profiles obtained using the SUPG scheme on the tetrahedral mesh agree very well with the reference solution, as well as a finite-volume solution obtained on a pure hexahedral mesh. On coarser meshes, the finite-element scheme continues to achieve accuracy on tetrahedral meshes comparable to the finite-volume scheme on hexahedral meshes. Finally, note that the SUPG scheme achieves better accuracy on a tetrahedral mesh with only 18 thousand nodes, than is achieved by the finite-volume mesh with almost one million nodes. While the intentional bias introduced into the mesh clearly adversely effects the finite-volume scheme, the finite-element scheme is much more impervious to the biasing.

![Tetrahedral mesh for 3D swept bump.](image1)

![Pressure contours for 3D swept bump.](image2)

Figure 4. Mesh and contours of pressure coefficient for 3D swept bump.

To assess potential gains in accuracy for the finite-element scheme that may be realized on hexahedral meshes, a comparison of results obtained on both tetrahedral and hexahedral meshes is shown in Fig. 6. On the finest mesh, no substantive improvement is observed by using hexahedrons when comparing the solutions against the reference solution, but, as seen in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c), benefits of using hexahedral meshes become more apparent as the grid is systematically coarsened. In summary, the significance of the cumulative results is that the accuracy of the stabilized finite-element scheme on tetrahedral meshes can be comparable to the finite-volume scheme on hexahedral meshes and that further gains in accuracy in the finite-element solutions can be achieved using hexahedral meshes.

VII.C. Shock Capturing

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the shock capturing method, two examples are provided. The first example is a transonic flow over the wing used for the Third Drag Prediction Workshop. This particular combination of geometry and flow conditions allows computations to be run beginning from freestream values...
A second, more demanding example, is modeled after the circular cylinder case originally considered to illustrate the difficulties in computing hypersonic flows with finite-volume discretizations on tetrahedral meshes.\textsuperscript{65,66,69,70} For the test case, a two-dimensional quadrilateral mesh is extruded into a hexahedral mesh with ten spanwise locations. A second mesh is then generated by cutting the hexahedral mesh into tetrahedrons, where the cutting is performed identically in each cell to introduce directional bias into the simulations. For this specific test, the initial two-dimensional mesh consists of 61 nodes distributed circumferentially around the cylinder, with 65 nodes extending from the surface of the cylinder to the outer boundary. Although any influence on the solution caused by the biasing will eventually diminish with grid convergence, the use of the coarse mesh is intended to exacerbate weaknesses with the discretization. A view of the cylinder on both the hexahedral mesh and the tetrahedral mesh is seen in Fig. 8. As expected, the tetrahedral mesh exhibits uniform biasing of the diagonal elements on the surface of the cylinder as seen in Fig. 8(b). The flow conditions correspond to a freestream Mach number of 8.0, and a Reynolds number, based on the radius of the cylinder, of $3 \times 10^6$. From Fig. 7(a) a shock is apparent on the upper surface of the wing, extending from the wing root outward to the tip. Computed pressure distributions have been obtained along the black line positioned toward the wing tip, and are shown in Fig. 7(b). Without the shock smoothing, large oscillations appear ahead of and behind the shock location. Using the shock sensor, however, these oscillations are essentially eliminated.

The flow conditions correspond to a freestream Mach number of 8.0, and a Reynolds number, based on the radius of the cylinder, of 300,000. For all the simulations, a constant temperature wall is employed using the adiabatic wall temperature based on freestream values. Note that similar results have also been obtained for a Reynolds number of 3,000,000 with no change in conclusions. A baseline solution, which is considered the standard for comparison, is obtained on the hexahedral mesh by using the finite-volume scheme with the LDFSS\textsuperscript{71} flux function and a van Albada flux limiter\textsuperscript{72} augmented with a pressure limiter.\textsuperscript{6} Solutions are
then attempted on the tetrahedral mesh and the results are compared with those from the hexahedral mesh.

To obtain the solution for the finite-volume scheme, 2000 iterations with first-order accuracy are first performed to allow an initial shock position to establish. Second-order accuracy is then initiated and the simulation is continued for 15,000 iterations, reducing the residual five orders-of-magnitude from its initial value. At several checkpoints, the upstream shock position and the skin friction values on the surface of the cylinder are periodically examined to verify that no substantive changes are occurring. Because of the limiter, convergence to machine zero is not a simple criteria to enforce, and freezing of this particular limiter is not permitted.

In running the stabilized finite-element scheme, two variants of the shock-smoothing algorithm are additively used. The first variation is a straight-forward use of the shock-smoothing algorithm as described above. The second variation is used only during initial transients to assist in establishing the final shock location. In this second variant, the switching function, \( \psi(\xi) \), is simply set to a constant value of unity until the CFL number reaches 50, at which time it is gradually decreased based on the CFL number using the ramping function described by Eq. (25). Specifically, the switch is decreased to zero beginning at a CFL number of 50, and terminating at a CFL number of 500. At this point, the only additional dissipation added to the scheme is due to the shock sensor with the Larsson-based switch. The motivation for this strategy is based on the assumption that with the smoothing activated throughout the flow field, a shock, independent of where it appears, will be resolvable on the current mesh. Once the shock begins to establish its final position, this smoothing can then be reduced to zero.

The residual convergence history obtained with the SUPG scheme is shown in Fig. 9(a), with the corresponding history of the CFL number shown in Fig. 9(b). As seen, the CFL number for this computation is initialized somewhat arbitrarily to 0.1 where it remains over the first 20 iterations. At this point, the CFL number is seen to increase to slightly higher than 10 until approximately iteration 130, which is where the final shock position is established and the CFL rises very rapidly. The residual history is seen to exhibit a fairly “flat” shape until the shock position is established, at which point it rapidly drops to machine zero.

A side view of the pressure contours obtained using the finite-volume scheme on the hexahedral mesh is compared to the solution obtained with the finite-element scheme on the tetrahedral mesh in Fig. 10. As seen, both solutions are qualitatively similar, and neither one exhibits nonphysical behavior.

A quantitative comparison of the two solutions is provided in Fig. 11, which examines the pressure coefficient along a horizontal line extending from the leading edge of the cylinder to the outer boundary. As seen, the agreement between the finite-volume solution obtained on the hexahedral mesh, and the stabilized finite-element solution obtained on the tetrahedral mesh is quite good; the shock positions are in good agreement and neither solution exhibits overshots.

In Refs. 65, 66, 69 and 70, accurate computation of the skin-friction values for the finite-volume scheme on tetrahedral meshes has been demonstrated to be an elusive goal. In Fig. 12, skin friction values com-
computed using the stabilized finite-element scheme on tetrahedrons are compared to those obtained using the finite-volume scheme on the pure hexahedral mesh. As seen, the finite-element solution has slightly higher maximum values and there is some modest bias in the solution, as evidenced by the slightly asymmetric values. Note that even on a symmetric geometry, some asymmetry will be expected unless the mesh is also symmetric; this is particularly true on coarser meshes.

In comparison, a solution on the tetrahedral mesh has also been attempted using the finite-volume scheme. Here, convergence criteria similar to that used for the solution on the hexahedral mesh could not be achieved using the LDFSS scheme. To achieve convergence, a flux-difference splitting scheme is employed, with eigenvalue smoothing added to provide additional dissipation. Because of the coarseness of the mesh, the modified dissipation will manifest itself through the skin-friction values. To achieve a meaningful comparison between the finite-volume solution on both the hexahedral and tetrahedral meshes, the finite-volume solution on the hexahedral mesh has been repeated using the same flux function and limiter as used on the tetrahedral mesh. The results, depicted in Fig. 12(b), verify the trends observed in Refs. 65, 66, 69 and 70; namely, the results using the finite-volume scheme on the tetrahedral mesh exhibit strong variations across the span of the mesh.

A graphic summary of the results obtained using the finite-volume and finite-element schemes on tetrahedral meshes is presented in Fig. 13. Contours of skin friction computed using the finite-volume scheme on a hexahedral mesh are shown in Fig. 13(a) and, as expected, the solution is uniform across the span of the cylinder, reflective of the inherent symmetry in the mesh. In Fig. 13(b), the finite-element solution obtained on the biased tetrahedral mesh exhibits some slight spanwise variation, most notably immediately adjacent to the symmetry planes. Finally, the results for the finite-volume discretization on the tetrahedral mesh, shown in Fig. 13(c), are substantially poorer than the finite-element solutions on the same mesh and, as observable from the scale, yield higher skin-friction values than the finite-element solution. The stabilized finite-element solution is much less sensitive to the biased elements in the mesh and may provide a viable scheme for computing high-speed flows on tetrahedral meshes.
Figure 9. Convergence history for circular cylinder. $M_\infty = 8.0$, $\alpha = 0.5^\circ$, $Re = 3.0 \times 10^5$.

Figure 10. Pressure contours for supersonic cylinder. $M_\infty = 8.0$, $\alpha = 0.5^\circ$, $Re = 3.0 \times 10^5$. 
Figure 11. Pressure coefficient along stagnation streamline for circular cylinder. $M_\infty = 8.0$, $\alpha = 0.5^\circ$, $Re = 3.0 \times 10^5$.

Figure 12. Computed skin friction for supersonic cylinder. $M_\infty = 8.0$, $\alpha = 0.5^\circ$, $Re = 3.0 \times 10^5$. 

(a) Finite-volume scheme (LDFSS: hex) and finite-element scheme (tet).

(b) Finite-volume scheme (FDS: hex) and finite volume scheme (FDS: tet).
Figure 13. Skin friction contours for supersonic cylinder. $M_\infty = 8.0$, $\alpha = 0.5^\circ$, $Re = 3.0 \times 10^5$. 

(a) Finite-volume scheme (LDFSS: hex).
(b) Finite-element scheme (SUPG: tet).
(c) Finite-volume scheme (FDS: tet).
VII.D. Iterative Convergence and Timing Comparisons

To examine the effectiveness of the time-advancement method, simulations for transonic flow over the ONERA M6 wing are initially considered. The flow conditions for the simulations correspond to a freestream Mach number of 0.84, an angle-of-attack of 3.06°, and a Reynolds number based on mean aerodynamic chord of $11.8 \times 10^6$. A sequence of four meshes is used for the simulations and comparisons in pressure distribution, residual convergence, and time to solution are made between the finite-element methodology and the baseline finite-volume algorithm. The parameters associated with each mesh are given in Table 7. Note that the geometry is specified in millimeters so the Reynolds number used for the computation reflects scaling by the mean aerodynamic chord of 646.07 and the wall spacings correspond to estimated $y^+$ values of approximately 3, 2, 1.5, and 1.0, respectively. For comparison purposes, the finite-element and finite-volume schemes are both executed using the same number of cores, which is also indicated in the table.

Table 7. Mesh parameters for ONERA M6 calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesh</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Tetrahedrons</th>
<th>Wall spacing</th>
<th>CPU Cores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tiny</td>
<td>231,194</td>
<td>1,307,388</td>
<td>0.00360</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>711,820</td>
<td>4,193,397</td>
<td>0.00240</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>2,307,525</td>
<td>13,667,813</td>
<td>0.00160</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>7,856,265</td>
<td>46,730,385</td>
<td>0.00107</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The surface mesh on the smallest grid is shown in Fig. 14(a), with computed pressure contours shown in Fig. 14(b). Although the volume mesh is relatively coarse, the surface mesh has substantial resolution, which allows for well resolved shock structures, even on such a coarse mesh.

Residual convergence for the finite-element scheme on the finest mesh is depicted in Fig. 15(a) with the corresponding CFL history shown in Fig. 15(b). As seen in Fig. 15(a), modest reductions in the residual are achieved over the first 110 iterations, at which point, the domain of attraction to the root is obtained and drastic reductions in the residual are observed. The relatively small reductions in the residual prior to iteration 110 are due to the establishment of the shock structure in the flow field. As with the example depicted in Fig. 3, the residual for the turbulence model reaches a lower value than for the flow equations due to the scaling.

The CFL number for these simulations, as shown in Fig. 15(b), is initialized to unity and after a brief initial increase, is decreased to below one within the first 5 iterations. From there, it is systematically, although slightly erratically, increased to the maximum value allowed at which point the residual is rapidly reduced. After reaching machine zero, further reduction of the residuals can no longer be achieved and the line search, being unsuccessful, consequently reduces the CFL number. Note that while a maximum CFL
number of only 25,000 is used, this choice is somewhat arbitrary and values as high as 1 million have been used during testing. The current choice is only because the increased rate of convergence attributable to the higher CFL number has been observed to be fairly minor once the solution is close to the root, saving only a few iterations.
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Figure 15. Convergence history for ONERA M6 wing on finest mesh. $M_{\infty} = 0.84$, $\alpha = 3.06^\circ$, $Re = 11.8 \times 10^6$.

Pressure distributions along two spanwise locations are provided for comparison in Fig. 16. The spanwise positions are both toward the wing tip and correspond to the two black lines extending along the chord in Fig. 14. Note that while one of the lines is easily discernible, the other is located where the wing and the end cap join, and is somewhat difficult to visualize. Figure 16 demonstrates that there is very little variation in the pressure distributions observable in the finite-element solutions as the mesh is refined. Of particular interest, depicted in the close-up view in Fig. 16(e), is that the shock at the outer most spanwise station is present on all meshes except the tiny one. As seen in Fig. 16(f), somewhat more variation is observed in the finite-volume solutions where, at the outermost span-wise station, the simulation fails to resolve the shock wave even on the finest mesh. Note also that in the finite-volume simulation, no additional smoothing or flux limiting is used so that any dissipation is either physical dissipation or is inherent in the scheme. These results are consistent with those presented for the transonic airfoil in the introduction, although somewhat less dramatic because here, even the tiny mesh has relatively high surface resolution.

The iterative convergence between the baseline finite-volume scheme and the time-advancement scheme used for the finite-element algorithm is compared in Fig. 17. For convenience, the convergence of the finite-element scheme, previously presented in Fig. 15, is repeated here to facilitate comparison. The finite-element solver converges to machine precision in approximately 125 iterations, whereas the finite-volume scheme requires 20,000. Note that while both schemes use the negative SA model, for this case the finite-volume scheme uses first-order accurate convection because the residual could not otherwise be decreased to machine precision. As expected, the finite-element scheme converges in much fewer iterations than the finite-volume scheme simply because the algorithm makes far fewer assumptions in the linearization of the residual and uses a much stronger linear solver. Although not shown, only minor differences are observed in the pressure distributions obtained using the first-order and second-order accurate convective terms for the turbulence model.

In examining the convergence history, the majority of iterations required to converge the SUPG scheme occur in the first 110 steps, which is when the shock position is being established. To examine the convergence for a case without a shock, a subsonic case is considered and is presented in Fig. 18. As expected, the residual is reduced much more rapidly in this case, with the flow variables reaching machine precision in only 60 iterations, with the turbulence model requiring approximately 80 time steps. In contrast, a notable decrease in convergence rate is observed for the finite-volume scheme when compared to the convergence for the transonic case. Recall that in the transonic case, the finite-volume scheme was run using the negative SA model with first-order accurate convective discretization of the turbulence model because the residual would otherwise “hang”. In the subsonic case, the negative SA model is again used, but second-order discretization
of the convective term in the turbulence model is used to render a more neutral comparison. The presence of the second-order differencing may likely be the cause in the difference in convergence between the transonic and subsonic cases for the finite-volume discretization.

While iterative convergence is interesting, the computer time to reach convergence is the metric that should ultimately be evaluated. The transonic and subsonic flows over the ONERA M6 wing are used for this initial assessment, simply because both the finite-element and finite-volume methodologies converge well and provide reasonably accurate results. However, there are several caveats that should be considered. First, in comparing the timings, both schemes are run on the same machine using the same number of processors. There have been no studies conducted with the finite-element scheme to determine optimal balancing of the number of nodes across processors to achieve good performance. Similarly, there has been no attempt to date to address coding or algorithmic issues with the SUPG scheme; the results are still preliminary and many improvements can be easily identified. Second, in comparing timings, the most meaningful measure would account for the accuracy of the obtained solution. In this vein, it would be interesting to compare results for the 3D swept bump presented earlier. There, the finite-element solution on a tetrahedral mesh with only 18 thousand mesh points is far superior to the finite-volume solution with almost 1 million nodes. Clearly, timing comparisons should be used as a general gauge and can not be universally applied based on a limited number of test cases. The purpose of the comparisons at this stage of development is to evaluate the relative cost to guide future development.

A summary of time to achieve iterative convergence for the transonic and subsonic ONERA M6 cases is provided in Fig. 19. In Fig. 19(a), the baseline finite-volume scheme appears to require approximately half the computer time as the finite-element scheme to converge the flow variables, while a somewhat smaller ratio is required to converge the turbulence model. Recall, however, that the finite-volume scheme uses only first-order accuracy for the convective terms in the turbulence model, which undoubtedly aids in convergence, especially since the scheme would not converge at all using second-order discretization for this term. In the subsonic case, the SUPG scheme clearly converges in less time than the finite-volume scheme, which has not reached machine precision after twice as much computer time.

To date, no consideration has been given to the performance of the finite-element code. The goal has been to simply evaluate the viability of the scheme and to demonstrate that much improved accuracy can be achieved when compared to the finite-volume scheme. Specifically, no effort has been devoted to cache considerations or culling wasteful and duplicative regions of code. A brief analysis of the run time indicates that the vast majority of the time is spent computing the linearization matrix, followed closely by the incomplete LU decomposition used as a preconditioner for GMRES. These operations are currently repeated at every iteration of the flow solver and clearly consume most of the computer time. Another important observation is that in previous studies for time-dependent flows,25,36 the linearization can be frozen for as many as 50 time steps, thereby minimizing the computation required to recompute the matrix and perform an approximate LU decomposition.

A final result is presented in Fig. 20. In examining the pressure distributions in Fig. 16, one could reasonably claim that the SUPG scheme achieves similar accuracy on either the medium- or coarse-sized mesh that is only achieved using the finite-volume scheme on the fine mesh. Comparing the time to solution for the SUPG scheme on the medium mesh with that of the finite-volume scheme on the fine mesh, the wall-clock time is observed to be approximately equal for the turbulence model to reach convergence. However, recall from Table 7 that the results on the fine mesh are obtained using 320 cores, whereas the results on the medium mesh are obtained using only 128 cores. Because the figure compares wall time and not total CPU time, the SUPG scheme ultimately requires less than half the total resources as the finite-volume scheme for similar accuracy.
Figure 16. Pressure distributions for ONERA M6 wing. $M_\infty = 0.84$, $\alpha = 3.06^\circ$, $Re = 11.0 \times 10^6$. 
Figure 17. Convergence histories for ONERA M6 wing. $M_\infty = 0.84$, $\alpha = 3.06^\circ$, $Re = 11.0 \times 10^6$.

Figure 18. Finite-element and finite-volume convergence histories for ONERA M6 wing. $M_\infty = 0.84$, $\alpha = 3.06^\circ$, $Re = 11.0 \times 10^6$. 
Figure 19. Convergence history for transonic and subsonic flow: ONERA M6 wing. $M_{\infty} = 0.84$, $\alpha = 3.06^\circ$, $Re = 11.0 \times 10^6$.

Figure 20. Finite-element and finite-volume convergence histories for ONERA M6 wing. $M_{\infty} = 0.84$, $\alpha = 3.06^\circ$, $Re = 11.0 \times 10^6$. 
VIII. Summary and Future Work

A stabilized finite-element discretization has been developed and implemented as a linkable library within the FUN3D flow solver. The accuracy of the scheme has been verified for linear and quadratic basis functions on tetrahedral, hexahedral, prismatic, and pyramidal elements. A time-advancement algorithm has been developed and demonstrated for transonic and subsonic flows, as well as for a hypersonic test case. This hypersonic test case also serves as an initial evaluation of the mechanism used for capturing strong shocks. Through the test cases presented, the SUPG finite-element discretization is demonstrated to offer substantially improved accuracy over the finite-volume scheme on tetrahedral elements. Timing assessments indicate that while there has been no attempt to enhance performance, the SUPG finite-element scheme is competitive with the finite-volume scheme. Furthermore, when accuracy is also considered, the finite-element scheme could potentially offer significant reductions in the time required to reach a solution of given accuracy.

To date, no consideration has been given to the performance of the finite-element code; the goal has been to simply evaluate the viability of the scheme and to demonstrate that improved accuracy can be achieved when compared to the finite-volume scheme. A brief analysis of the run time indicates that the vast majority of the time is spent computing the linearization matrix, followed closely by the incomplete LU decomposition used as a preconditioner for GMRES. These operations are currently repeated at every iteration of the flow solver and clearly consume most of the computer time. These issues will be addressed during a rewrite of the code base into C++, which is currently under way.

FUN3D is currently undergoing major refactoring effort to better share common software components across multiple discretization options being incorporated into the code base. During this time, partitioning of the mesh for high-order discretization is obviously a priority, as is the development of h-p adaptive technology.
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